
Aylesbury Case Study 1 

Building stone walls with cement mortar or attempting to repair old stone walls with cement mortar 

is cheap and quick but fraught with other problems. Cement and another modern substitute for lime 

set very hard and “breathe” (absorb and repel moisture) very slowly and so are inherently bad for 

bonding material like limestone. The problem is worse if cement is used where lime mortar is 

already present. Lime breathes much more efficiently and is far less rigid than cement mortar. Lime 

is expensive, requires careful, skilful handling and is slow to build with. However it copes with well 

with moisture, settlement and leads to long lasting, attractive and healthier results. Cement 

produces carbon dioxide in manufacture and unlike lime does not absorb it when setting. 

A relatively new wall (below) is showing signs of deterioration due to the use of cement mortar as 

well as bad design and construction. Unable to breath the levels most exposed to weather at the top 

are discoloured and the stone is spalling or flaking off. The moisture has begun to allow moss and 

other plant life to get a hold, affecting  cement mortar loaded into the wall cavity from above as it 

was built, and the cement coping is breaking down. The action of frost in the upper wall where there 

is trapped moisture is rapidly breaking down the stone. These problems are made worse by cutting 

back or “bagging” the mortar joints at the time of building which traps moisture there and complete 

lack of “weathering”, where the top course overhangs and sheds rain away from the wall faces 

below.  

In this case the only remedy was to take down the upper wall and rebuild it with lime based mortar 

and create some weathering at high level. Traditionally wall design was about controlling the effect 

of moisture entering the wall and so ensure its longevity. Any mortar in a wall meant it had to have a 

weatherproof hat of some sort. If it was a dry stone wall then as a self-draining structure it was 

designed to efficiently dry out after bad weather and ultimately would be seen as a superior kind of 

structure with a huge longevity and without the trouble and expense of mortar.  

 



Below is a similar but more severe case poor weathering design and the effects of later cement 

repairs and repointing. Some stone has gone beyond spalling and has broken down and fallen and 

cement repointing is clearly breaking away from the stone at high levels leaving large moisture traps 

where it has fallen. 

 

.

 

Here above is a traditional design for a mortar filled wall shows an elaborate roof to the wall with a 

projecting shoulder for maximum weathering which has enabled the wall to survive for a period 

approaching 300 years 



 

Weathering can be equally effective in simple and more cost effective ways. In a contemporary 

context a new wall built with lime has a plain undressed “shoulder” to shed water and is finished 

with a coarse rendered mortar top or “saddle back” (above).  

In time the effects of weather are absorbed by the well finished top layer (below) and the limestone 

wall itself laid in lime mortar is virtually untouched and free from the deterioration seen in the other 

examples above. 

 

 

 



 

Repointing an old wall and pointing or mortar finish to a new wall leads to short term and long term 

failure if it is not done in a professional manner. The use of even well-handled hard cement mortar 

will cause damage to most types of stone and brick surrounding it, especially when it has to be 

removed. Any mortar which is poorly applied will weather quickly, break and fall away. As a rule the 

depth of the joint must always be much greater than the height and go back to sound mortar which 

is squared off inside the joint. The clean joints must be moistened. Broadly speaking joints in 

Oxfordshire and surrounding counties are bagged, or compressed proud of the joint and then often 

recompressed and brushed to finish.  This protects the vulnerable junction between stone and 

mortar and gives the mortar a tough, weather resistant skin. Pointing often fails due to the kind of 

aggregate or sand it is made up from. Coarse, sharp sand allows more air around the particles and 

gives a much better set. Until recently small amounts of cement in mortars was a typical solution, a 

sort of half-way house to the time consuming and expensive use of pure lime mortar. Mixes of 10 

parts sand to one part cement were common with hydrated lime added to offer workability. Where 

possible cement is best ignored altogether and a god strong mix of lime and sharp sands with other 

aggregates (traditionally crushed brick or shell to give a stronger finish when set) will give a durable 

wall. 

 

 



 

An old lime and stone wall without any weathering badly pointed with hard cement mortar will have 

a much shortened life. Not properly “bagged” the ragged new mortar now traps water and cracks 

have opened up where it meets the stone allowing moisture to penetrate and frost damage to break 

down the wall.  

 


